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Report of a discussion on

Rise of Authoritarian Capitalism &
Democratic Socialist Response

Prof. Thomas Wallgren:
I want to congratulate for the
constitution and I want to see how I
understand and relate between the
crisis you face in Nepal and the crisis
we face in Europe, in the following
way. I had two occasions to meet
your ex PM, Mr. Deuba. One was
four years back, I went to his home
and I had a long interview with him.
And the other was, the day before in
Delhi. I was there where he received
his honorary doctorate at the JNU.
So, I have these two experiences of
meeting with this man, which seems
to me to be a socialist leader with
great integrity. I remember just one
point from the interview, basically
same point was repeated in JNU, two
days ago. I had this long interview
and we were discussing the
constitutional crisis. And all the
nuance and debate about the Maoist
and Marxist, Nepali Congress,

Madhesi and regions, how to get the
right balance of all aspects in the
constitution as there is need to
achieve a balance. Now the
constitution is in its place even
though there is unsettled question of
Madhesi. But from my perspective is

that it is a real achievement as
constitution is changeable and no
constitution is perfect initially.
Deuba explained to me that what he
was hoping to achieve four years
back is now in place. Then I asked
him, so, after the constitution is
there, then there are elections and
Maoist and UML and Nepali
Congress will be fighting for power.
So, what is the distinction? What is
the difference between who wins?
Then he said, there is no difference as
everybody will have to develop
Nepal. Everybody will repeat the
same (even after the election). He
said the same thing day before in
JNU discussing the contribution of
Nepal to climate control, globally.
He said that there is natural
conservation and Nepal also has to
sell this ecological energy to India by
building hydroelectric dams. I see
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this not as personal failure, but an
achievement of the socialist mind of
last 200 years. This is how we
Socialists think and think. But we
have understand that why a socialist
thinking has become a problem? I see
the following reason: We had modern
aspirations that grew out of the
experience of many centuries and
given its full expression in 1850s by
people like Karl Marx, the French
poet, and even the Danish
philosopher. Around 1850, the
constellation that we call
hypodernity was in place. And that
civilization constellation has then
conquered the world. And is now
singly dominated cultural
constellation is there around the
world. In the socialist commitment,
the fulfillment of that cultural
constellation that cultural dream that
was mature in 1850.
The social's imagination is, on the
social commitment to that dream is,
the two of the aspirations of this
dream have to be fulfilled at the same
time. One is ethical Universalist. The
equal dignity of each human being.
That is one aspiration which comes
from all the big civilizations. And
that is then combined with the much
later dream that we have ethical
universalism that is one and then we
have universal affluences, which is
second. And, we thought, we would
have both. And, this was also the
socialist and capitalist aspirations
that we shared that we will achieve
both, thanks to technology, progress
through science and technology.
With the ecological crisis, we are
experimenting the shattering of that
dream, that, more and more people
think that the combination of ethical
universalism and universal
affluences, was a social dream of
hypodernity. More and more think
that this is not a possible dream. But,
it's becoming a nightmare, the world
becomes the nightmare.
The more number of people are not
only to accept for their own greed or
nature but they also worked for the
waste to deliver to the greed. So
that's what socialist are serving.
Socialist crisis in our cultural
aspiration. These two aspirations, we
wanted to combine, are difficult to
merge. Now, what is the solution for
that? If it is one aspect of our crisis,
what is the way out? one suggestion
that I have heard in this room, maybe
I was not listening too well. One is
that we go back to the politics of
individual aspiration. And, we
change the hearts of the people so
that the moral aspiration will be
different. That is in case one of the
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journey that we have to travel. That
each one of us will have to be
searching for the new goals of life.
What are to achieve? Socialists say,
look this socialist aspiration will not
deliver. It has not delivered. We have
experiences that for 2000 years-2500
years on this part of the globe, to try
to change the individual heart. It
seems like it happens with this and
that individual, but we have to have a
polity, we have to have a society that
brings us together. How can we learn
in such a way that it does not matter
whether socialist or Maoist or Nepali
Congress win elections in Nepal.
And, how can we reach a polity in
Europe where there is no difference
between socialist or capitalist after
winning the elections. This is the
question. We have the same problem.
Here, it does not matter who wins the
election and it does not matter
whether left or right win the election
in Europe too as development goals
are the same. It is our (Europe's)
situation as well. So, I have one
humble suggestion in this. Yes, we do
need to change the aspiration of each
and every person. But, we need to do
it as a social transformation process,
as a political process. And, the key to
that change which will unite the
moral change and the political
change, I think is that we make
technology, apolitical subject or
topic.
Once we thought that the
technological progress that happens
will help to combine the ethical
aspirations (universal aspirations) of
ethics with universal aspiration of
affluences, our failure started. So,
our thinking about technology need
enough attention to think how
technology is actually destroying the
social political fabric, how our
technology invades in the hearts and
mind of people, and how all this
preparedness in technology are
making difficult for us to develop us
human beings and to develop our
human politicsw. Let me take an
example of media. Lots of my friends
are very romantic about new media.
They say that now we have facebook,
and this facebook will correct correct
people making them more
democratic and responsible. But the
reality is that more we have
facebook, and more we have
authoritarian capitalist, less we have
democratic socialism. So, let's look
at the reality, we have been dreaming
about the technology since 200
years. We have not been looking at
the empirical reality of what
technology brings. For us as human
beings, we are also searching for

enlightenment, for the political
workers. And, look at the empirical
reality of what technology is doing to
our politics, to our sense of justice, to
our political journeys. Media is one
example. This new social media, the
new internet; Well, maybe they have
connected people, but, it does not
transfer into the support for this kind
of thing. So, this is the example of
how the technology is not delivery
what the promise is. The more
dramatic example known to you all is
that we have has since primary
ecological awareness came, we have
had the idea of decoupling. It is the
Green popularized political word in
the Europe which means that we will
have better technology, we will have
m o r e a ff l u e n c e s w i t h o u t t h e
ecological problems. So, this is
decoupling this is ecological
modernization. This concept has
been in Europe since 1987, under UN
report, and sustainable development.
I tell you, sustainable development is
the idea that technology will make
decoupling growth from ecological
deterioration. We have has 30 years
of decoupling, but the empirical
reality is that the decoupling does not
happen. The dream of the technology
as the universal fix is that the
decoupling will come tomorrow. If
not tomorrow, the day after. Another
thing, we need to be less romantic
about technology and to take the risk,
and it is the socialist saying which
state that we don't need the
individual process, we need a
political process, where we question
the universal idea of technology as
the universal moral political
problem. And, we take more
empirical approach of technology
and we experiment with different
technology which are locally
controlled.
This is my point and nationally and
locally. I think we need a transfer of
technology which can build and
control local and, with this transfer,
we take new risks. We don't take the
risk we have now, we take the risk,
life would be different. This risk, we
can take consciously together. The
future is open. We can't control the
future. But, we can control what risks
we take. So, I think we should take
the risk of a change in the politics of
technology. And, we that change, I
think many other things will follow. I
realize that this is not simple. But, I
do think that there is one thing in the
socialist conversation, which I
would like us to address more that
this is a question of technology and
this is what a question as it is in
Nepal and it is in Finland.
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Tom Richter Hansen
Now capitalists are together with those
who created it. And, with enforcement,
because the enemy of my enemy is my
friend. So, it seems like that he right
wing thinks that there is one necessary
condition. And, that is, get rid of the
foreigners before we can think of
anything else. And, for, the market for
You talked about the EU and European
central bank. The European decide that
they did not want a political union. That
means, they did not get political
identity. And, that is why, it is about

economics, and, the only economics.
They don't believe that EU are able to
come because, well, it does not have
legitimacy, because, I don't think that
political identity of a European citizen
and Denmark citizen or Finland or
wherever. So what to do? Lets create
the political union, lets create the
political identity. So, in a way, having a
bottom up revolution, which is a
friendly revolution and not a violent
revolution is actually the postulates
which is going right now.

Dhan Prasad Pandit (Prof. Political Science)
well, I think election becoming
everyday very expensive. We can see
the example of US and all the
democratic country. This expensive
periodical election will be making
democracy in the hand of the mafia or
money Lander. So, the global capitalist
are controlling economy and through
economy politics is becoming like a toy
in their hand. Global political scenario
definitely is changing and becoming
more orthodoxy but again, it is not

100% true. 4-5 years ago, brought food
security bill, which is like a socialistic
step, you know, in the like largest
democracy. So, sometime politician are
going two step forward or one step
backward or two step backward and
one step forward. It is happening but we
have to find out, what type of political
system can be more durable or more
democratic for poor people in the
world, since the majority of the people,
all over the world are poor.

Dr Rajan Bhattarai (Member of Parliament)
There are two queries in my mind. One
is about when you talk about this
emergence of the new Nazi and the
ultra rightists, nationalist force in your
country. In my opinion, they do also
criticize the European Union, the
modality of the EU as well. That's
why, this kind of forces like in Britain,
they won the election. on the other
hand, you also questions about the role
of the EU and the regional forces and
the regionalism. So, how do you see
the differences in that, particularly
when it comes to this regional
framework? The second is about the
economic, I think professor Pyakurel

already explained about this sort of
dichotomy or say contradictory
scenario that we have been facing in
the global level. In our case, when you
talk about this democratic socialism or
introducing of some sort of social
programs in our systems is still a
dream. Your case is, you have been in
advance level already. You know, you
spent your generations and
generation, spent and created global
problem and when you visit this part
of the world you suggest to care about
consuming the things. I think this sort
of very contradictory scenario. need a
reconciliation.

Jintendra Dev (Member Parliament-Madhesi Janadhikar Forum)
Actually, it was very good presentation
from the democratic socialist
perspective. The analysis or the
presentation you have made about the
latest political, ideological,
development in Europe and US, more
or less. You have emphasized that there
is a rise of authoritarian type of
capitalism, rise of rightist trend in
politics, rise of the anti-people policies
by and large in Europe. So, to check this

kind of anti-people and social
economic trend, there is a need of an
international understanding among the
progressive forces, among the
democratic socialist, among the
socialist forces, among all the
progressive force and among all the
pro-people forces. This is my
impression and I agree with this. So,
actually I also agree with you that now
the time has come for the pro-people
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forces to get united against the antipeople policies of the capitalism. When
we compare the present context of
Nepalese politics or Nepali socio
economic context. The Nepali socio
economic political context is, we are
just moving from feudalism to
capitalism, in the direction of
capitalism. That is the present context,
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socio economic context of Nepalese
society. So, you see, if you look upon
the economic policies of the
communist of Nepal and if you look
upon the socio economic, basically
economic, policies of democratic
forces or the democratic parties of
Nepal, you don't find fundamental
differences. Present point is Nepali

political party with Nepali people
wants to develop some sort of
capitalism in this country to get rid
from the feudal economic structure. So
that is my point? So, though,
contextually that kind of discussion
does not energize us, but, ideologically,
theoretically, of course it is energizing
us

You raised the questions of the
democratic socialist response against
the authoritarian capitalism. I think we
should discuss in two layers or two
phases. One, the alternatives of this
very authoritarian capitalism, and
second, the alternatives of the
capitalism in authoritative forms. I
would like to hear you from, in both
perspectives. To develop the alternative
of the capitalism and to establish
socialism is a long term as you describe
as a dream, as a goal. I would like to
listen from you the major reason or
cause for the downfall of the socialist
states they were established in mid 20s.
second, you talked about the rise of the
fundamentalism and nationalist type of

politics in Europe. We promulgated a
new constitution last year. From the
socialist perspective, it is a great
achievement because we have
guaranteed the socio-cultural and
economic rights for the working
people. We have mentioned that Nepal
is socialist oriented country. But, to
achieve the rights which are mentioned
as a fundamental rights we should have
developed the national economy. But,
in this global wave of the new
liberalism and the control of the global
finance capitalism, how countries like
Nepal can develop the economy,
oriented towards socialism, not new
liberalism or become a part of
liberalism?

Pradeep Gyawali (Leader-UML)

Professor Govinda Tumbahung
You have talked about authoritarian
capitalism, how authoritarian
capitalist are dominating the world
politics, and, democratic socialist are
losing. Socialist people try to speak
out the things which they actually are
not from within. They say one thing
with their tongue but they have
different aspiration, greed at their
heart. This is deceiving. So, until and
unless. There are changes in political
leaders. There will not be social
security, no socialist victory. I think.
In Nepal, Nepali Congress also was
dedicated to socialist democracy. It

still is a member of socialist but when
it came to power twenty years ago.
What did it do in the name of
socialism? Maoist centre say in the
beginning that they would establish
the dictatorship of proliterate. And,
that will be the rule of mass. But, in
reality, what did they do? When the
ministry is about to be formed, then
there will be a quarrel among them, to
take lucrative, resourceful ministry. If
they have no greed within them , what
is the reason to fight for the lucrative,
resourceful ministry within
themselves?

Prof. Lok Raj Baral
I think there is a crisis today, not only
in Nepal, even in the US, Europe, even
in China. China also has a dilemma.
On the one hand, it has a state
controlled mechanism; on the other
hand, it has opened up its economy. In
our context, I cannot compare our
citizen because neither we are
capitalism. I do not see any orderly
capitalist. Only disorderly kind of
things, ad hoc policy, to much

$

influence by the outside capital
systems, market economy. We follow
what another country follows.
Capitalism is also being challenged
because it has not been able to deliver
anything. There is a disparity gap, you
know. There is a big disparity gap,
even in our country because of the
effects we have, and we talk about
socialism, democracy, egalitarianism.
On the other hand, we just create huge
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disparity between the people,
education sector, economic sector that
is why it is very difficult to reconcile
the history, democracy, capitalism and
authoritarianism. You said that
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economically, we are too much
affected by the west, by the
capitalism, so called capital
e c o n o m y, t h a t i s a l s o b e i n g
challenged now. There is a crisis in

capitalism also, not only democracy.
Democracy is in crisis and now is
being reversed. I don't know what
happened in the fourth wave, fifth
wave, when it comes.

Prof. Krishna Hachhethu (Political Scientist)
D e m o c r a t i c s o c i a l i s m l a rg e l y
associated with the philosophy of
bread and butter, that might be
popular in the mid 20s. But, now the
major motivational factor, even to
the poor people is the money,
important than the bread and butter. I
will give one example. Just if you are
looking for bread and butter, we have
easy way to go to the India; you don't
need to invest much. But, why even

the poor people are looking forward
for Middle East, if possible in the
South East Asia. Investing more, in
terms of time and money. So, my
simple sense is the inherent problem
of the democratic socialism is with
its icon. The people in this changing
world, they are motivated more than
b r e a d a n d b u t t e r, o n w h i c h
democratic socialists ideologically
have not thought off.

unless and until we start from
ourselves, our hearts, our mind, why
we are like this. And, as soon as we
understand this we understand the
value of existence of other people,
other being.
When you talk about this politics,
economics, its invariably the same,
all over the world. I have been
working with UN as a election

professional.
I worked in overall, dozen countries.
And, I observe the same problem
everywhere, that I observe here. The
problem is , I talk here something,
but, as soon as I go out from here, I
act against the same thing that I talk
here. So, why this is happening
within myself? This is the most
important question for me.

the Soviet Union, after that , yes the
debate has been changed, the
dynamics has been changed. After
the fall of Soviet Union, it has
become the monopoly of one pole.
And, we lost all the debates that was
coming up as a challenge of
democracy or democracy or
whatever. There is no fundamental
difference between the values of
politics, whether it is for capitalist or
socialist. I don't feel that much
difference. But, only in their stress
and the individuals who accumulate
proper power and assets out of that,
so that may be difference, but, in
terms of values. I was very much
impressed by these ideas in 90s but

now I lost all these issues because I
believe on no party, no person,
whatever they talk on social
democracy or capitalism,
communism.

Hari Prasad (civil society activist)
We are creating theories and
theories and adding problems and
problems. So, I think we human
beings have lost somewhere. And,
we need to explore ourselves, we
need to research ourselves.
Political campaign in America itself
explains that there is no perfect
system that we have developed in
the world to govern ourselves. So,
Prof. Krishna Khanal
To me what strike, what, socialist
were doing well with the system, the
system that was established in the
20th century. The system itself is the
same. And, the parties, the players
are changed, their dynamics might
have changed, some issues might
have come in the process. But the
political process, this political
system, the rules that you established
in the 20th century that had been well
with the socialist. Until 70s-80s,
there were many socialist parties
ruling the European countries. What
is the reason that change or so
fundamentally, within a short period.
Yes, I agree with some of the points,
some friends raised about the fall of

Pushpa Bhusal (Former Member Parliament and Leader of Nepali Congress)
The very big threat to the party and
to the government because we
think that in Nepal society, there is
the some rich person but the
society is very poor. And we don't
have unanimous economic policy

because when government
changes political party or the
ruling party tries to change there
economic planning and policy. So,
how can we, in future bring
welfare policies?
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Dr. Dinesh Bhattarai (Former Ambassador to UN and Advisor to PM)
The crisis around us, I find there is a
growing talk of strong leaders and the
focus is on the character like Donald
Trump, Shi Jing Ping and Putin. So, what
reason would you think attribute to this?
You talked transnational global
democratic system. I think, I would be
thankful, if you could enlighten us on that
transnational global democratic system.

Jagdish C Pokharel
(Former VC of the Planning
Commission of Nepal)

Engineer Kamal Rijal
In order to develop globally, we
have formed UN system, we have
formed WB, multilateral
organization. All of these are not
working toward the real change in
the world.
What they are trying to do is, it is a
self serving institutions? So, this
utopian idea was work or not, when
they form this policy. They also
may have the similar idea.

If you talk about capitalism, China is a
big capitalism, it is a different type of
capitalism and probably the other
things might be different. The classical
way of looking at the capitalist
probably needs to be revisited.

Khimlal Devkota (Former MP, and leader of New Shakti Party)
The whole world has been divide in two it is a crisis. Once upon a time, almost
poles, socialism and capitalism. And, 2/3rd population and 2/3rd geography
the byproduct of the capitalism is a was controlled by the socialism. Now,
market economy, neo-liberalism and we cannot see single socialist system or
what is the product? 99% of the world socialist country. both of them are in
has been controlled by 1% of the crisis. Is there is a rule to reform
people. And, 1% of the world has to capitalism or socialism? Or, it is needed
shared by 99% of the population. is it to find out the alternative Ism instead of
justice, will it sustain furthermore? No, capitalism and socialism?

Activities of Nov-Dec

Distribution of School Dresses to Children of Earthquake Suffered Village (Mahabir, Nuwakot)
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Women Rally for Gender Friendly Rebuilding, Nuwakot December, 27 2016

A Joint interaction of Villagers and Women's Cooperatives about management of School and Village Rebuilding, Dec 26, 2017
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